Interval Uncertainty
The interval representation is one method to quantify the uncertainty present in a physical system.
In this representation, the uncertain parameter varies within the interval defined by extreme values.
Objective
To develop a method for dynamic analysis of a shear beam with properties of structure and load expressed as interval quantities. Suitable for describing the behavior of short beams, sandwich composite beams and moderately tall buildings.
The model takes into account shear deformation and rotational inertia effects.
Considering a cantilever shear beam subjected to a suddenly applied uniformly distributed load:
The partial differential equation of motion is:
Considering the free vibration and assuming a harmonic function:
Substitute in the equation of motion, the linear eigenvalue problem:
Considering:
GA s
Considering a solution:
Applying boundary conditions for simply-supported beam:
The non-trivial solution to the characteristic equation can be obtained.
Natural circular frequencies (Eigenvalue):
Mass-orthonormalized mode shape (Eigenfunction):
Normalized by: Solution Free Vibration
The solution for the forced vibration may be expressed:
where, is the modal coordinate. 
Defining an updated modal coordinate:
The updated modal equation:
The maximum modal coordinate is obtained using response spectrum of each mode for a given and .
Response Spectrum: Function of maximum dynamic amplification response versus the natural frequencies for an assumed damping ratio.
The maximum modal displacement response is the product of:
Maximum modal coordinate Modal participation factor Mode shape or:
Finally, the total displacement response is obtained using superposition (Square Root of Sum of Squares) of modal maxima:
No consideration of uncertainty in the scheme. Interval Variable
Dynamic Deterministic Analysis
Archimedes (287-212 B.C.) Considering a beam with uncertain modulus of elasticity subjected to an uncertain load , .
The partial differential equation of motion:
Natural circular frequencies (Eigenvalue):
Re-writing interval natural circular frequencies:
This leads to an evident realization of monotonic behavior of natural circular frequencies due to variation in stiffness in continuous dynamic systems.
Frequencies' Monotonic Behavior
Interval eigenvalue problem using the interval global stiffness matrix:
Rayleigh quotient (ratio of quadratics):
Interval Eigenvalue Problem in Discrete Systems
The first eigenvalue -Minimum:
The next eigenvalues -Maximin Characterization:
Bounds on Natural Frequencies
Solution to interval eigenvalue problem correspond to the maximum and minimum natural frequencies: Two deterministic problems capable of bounding all natural frequencies of the interval system Bounding Deterministic Eigenvalue Problems Having the interval natural frequency, the interval modal coordinate is determined using modal response spectrum as:
The maximum modal coordinate:
The interval modal participation factor:
The maximum modal participation factor:
Maximum Modal Participation Factor
Maximum modal coordinate Modal participation factor Mode shape or: 
